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E-commerce, who subverts traditional commerce model and trade mode , is 
relying on the Internet.With the popularization and improvement of it, 
e-commerce has got swift and violent development. At the end of 2012, the 
transaction volume of China's e-commerce market had up to 8.1 trillion 
yuan.That means that, e-commerce’s management pattern, which is represented 
by online trading, has implicitly kept pace with the traditional trading patterns. 
3rd party E-commerce trading platform is no longer an existence as providing 
intermediary services for enterprises and consumers. However, the development 
of new things is always following the problems. From 2008,cases involving 
trademark infringement in e-commerce have happened frequently, especially 
concerning 3rd party E-commerce trading platform. There are many reasons, 
both the virtuality of e-commerce makes the rightful owners control their 
trademarks in hand much more difficultly than ever, and technical measures 
protection lag behind. But the principal legal regulation in this regard in China 
faces many gaps. Most importantly, the related legal structure in China has 
many vacancies to fill. Because of that, the courts have many difficulties on 
whether the 3rd party E-commerce trading platform constitutes infringement or 
not, whether it has subjective fault or not, whether it shall be liable for damages 
and so on, therefore the courts have to do some practice like “the blind person 
traced the elephant” 
Basing on this background, this paper talks about that the meanings, type 
classification of 3rd party E-commerce trading platform, and locates its legal status: 
whether it can equal to a seller, broker or counter lessoor, and by studing the 
legislation and judicial practices of foreign countries,  points out that the problem on 
liable determination of Chinese 3rd party E-commerce trading platform, such as how 















legislator and China‘s third-party e-commerce platform operators, e.g. to issue 
additional explanation of Tort Liability Law,or to improve the maneuverability of 
justice. 
The innovation of this paper lies as follows: it gives a comprehensive 
study on the meaning, the legal position, and the theoretical foundation on legal 
liability of 3rd party E-commerce trading platform. Basing on them, this paper 
does analyse the recent cases abroad and from the experience in judicial 
practice, provides a reference on solving the problem to confirm the trademark 
infringement liability of China’s third-party e-commerce platform. 
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